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ABSTRACT
It is not intuitively obvious why some everyday objects (e.g. Christmas lights, computer wires, earrings, fishing lures, coat hangers, etc.) become so 
intricately tangled so easily.  This research was an attempt to investigate this phenomenon by reproducing the effect using two simplified physical 
models: one with lengths of string simulating wires or cords, the other with metal loops or hooks, simulating the various hooked objects susceptible 
to tangling.  Although the string model proved ineffective, the wire model appears to indicate that tendency to tangle is dependent on geometry in a 
way that resembles phase transition systems.
PROCEDURE
The principle idea of this experiment was to have a large number of hooks, or lengths of string, to put them all in a rock tumbler, and then to pull them out to see how large a clump they had 
formed.
Out of the two models we originally intended to test, only one worked. The string model proved ineffective. We cut lengths of nylon cord (specifically, General Purpose #18 twisted Mason line) into 
various lengths – 300 of each length, ranging from 6 inches to 18 inches by increments of 2 inches.  However, when placed in the tumbler and mixed, they would never tangle with each other, and 
so this part of the project was put off for future research.
Instead, we focused on the “ring” or “hook” system.  These had, in general, the following form illustrated in the diagram shown below. The rings, were essentially these hooks with “r” ranging from 
½ inch to 1 inch, a “d” of 0, and values of θ such that the arc length of the “opened angle” of the ring ranged from 3mm to whatever was needed to stop tangling. The hooks were such that θ was 
initially set at 180˚, and sets of hooks were made with d values of ½ inch and 1 inch. The value of r was ½ inch in both cases, and, for both hooks and rings, sets of 300 rings were created.
With the hooks made, we began running trials.  All 300 units would be placed in the rock tumbler and the tumbler would be run for 5 seconds.  Once this was finished, the container would be 
opened, and clumps would be pulled out one by one until all the rings or hooks had been accounted for. The total number of units in the clump was ascertained from the clump’s weight.  This 
would constitute one trial.  (Tests were eventually run to see if the amount of time tumbled had an effect on the average clump size; there was no appreciable difference after 5 seconds).
Once a suitable number of trials for statistical analysis had been taken (30 at first, over 100 later on, when data was not as clearly following a normal distribution (see right), the rings were cut in 
such a way as to uniformly widen the gap; in the case of the hooks, both arcs were cut equally.  With the “new” set of rings, the trials were repeated, and in this way, it was possible to measure the 
impact of gap-angle on tendency to tangle.  This data, for each of the three ring sizes, is displayed in the graph in the top right corner. Individual graphs representing particular gap sizes, or values 
of θ, are in the bottom right.
As it happens, this was an extremely time-consuming experimental method, as many hours were spent at a time just cutting wire, and reforming rings to ensure that they were of the correct size, 
just as many hours were spent untangling the rings or hooks in order to put them back in the tumbler.  Because of this, data for the hooks was insufficient by the end of the research period.  The 
hooks still exist, and we intend to resume the experiment at a later point in time.
For the rings, on the other hand, enough data was obtained to see that the dependency of clump size on gap angle followed something like a phase transition or percolation model.
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ANALYSIS
This data has a couple of interesting features worthy of note.  The first is that, in each case, the first data 
point appears slightly below the second.  This is intuitively obvious.  Imagine a ring with no gap – we wouldn’t 
expect this to tangle at all.  Indeed, how could it, since they can’t link?  Similarly, if the gap is smaller than 
one wire diameter, they will not be able to link either.  On the other hand, if the gap is large enough, (certainly, 
if it is above 180˚), we can intuit that they will not link either.  Thus, we can expect a maximum somewhere 
between 0˚ and 180˚.
Secondly, we see that there appears to be a relatively sharp cut-off for the data.  This is reminiscent of a 
phase transition system, in which, for angles lower than a certain critical angle, the system is in one phase 
(high-tangling).  After that threshold angle is passed, however, the system switches phases, in to a low-
tangling phase.
We can model this using percolation theory, although we have yet to find and test a suitable model.  In 
principle, however, it should not be difficult to write a computer program which, given some arbitrary 
probability that two adjacent rings will link, based on the gap angle and their orientation towards each other, 
determines how large an average clump will be for a given gap angle.
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